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bollywood is known for its masala movies, i.e. films that dont belong to a specific genre but flaunt
a mix of action, romance, comedy, drama and are lined with iconic item songs. the movie narrates
the story of a young major in the indian army, who is sent back to college on two missions: one, to
protect the daughter of his senior officer, and two, to reconcile with his stepmom and stepbrother
after the death of his father. his journey takes him through several amusing, romantic, and rambo-

like adventures until he finds the person responsible for his fathers death. main hoon na will
surely make you miss your college days, or make you wish you had attended one, and the

amazing dance numbers will force you to get off the couch and shake a leg with your loved ones!
two decades later, he accidentally stumbles upon the story of his past while trying to help his

crush, who happens to be a member of a rebel group that is trying to rescue the queen, his mom,
from captivity. the unbelievable twists and mesmerizing vfx keep you hooked till the end of the
second movie, and will make you feel like you are reading directly from the pages of an ancient
manuscript. this movie is an exhilarating experience, and once you start watching it, you will not
be able to stop. it looks and feels like a bollywood film, but on the inside it’s an epic that is equal

to any hollywood blockbuster. there are some scenes that look better than avatar and some
action scenes that make inception look like a short film. it is a must watch for everyone,

regardless of their movie tastes.
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when one says that a movie is filled with
suspense and mystery, it takes an adjective

to fully understand the extent of the
statements. thugs of hindostan perfectly
exhibits this. the film is about the indian
freedom struggle. it also tells the story of

how india changed from being a colony to a
free nation. the film is based on the historic
march of the british from bengal to delhi,
followed by the britishers retreat to their

base in bombay. the film is filled with
nostalgia, drama and action. the acting

from the lead trio of akshay kumar, aamir
khan, and fatima sana shaikh is

outstanding. it is the story of an indian
freedom fighter named babu shikhar,

played by akshay kumar, who takes on the
british government, as they try to imprison
him for his role in the uprising. the film is
an action-packed historical epic and has a
charming soundtrack. if you are a fan of

historical epics, this is a must-watch!
heropanti 2 leaked for full hd download:
tiger shroff and tara sutarias heropanti 2

has been released today, april 29 and
reviews have already started to pour in.
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netizens have shared a mixed response of
heropanti 2. a section of people have

termed heropanti 2 a complete entertainer,
while others questioned the actor. there is
a bad news for the makers as heropanti 2
as the film has become the latest victim of
piracy on day one of its release. the tiger

shroff starrer has been leaked in high
quality and is available on tamilrockers,

telegram and movierulz.also read - house
of the dragon episode 3 leaked online, full
hd available for free download online on

tamilrockers and other torrent sites
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